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In the course of sifting data for a forthcoming lexicon of Khmer wordbases and derivatives Dr Saveros Pou and I have come upon a small number of derivative-like forms which, to the best of our knowledge and belief, have not been noted previously.¹ For want of a simpler term I have chosen to refer to these pseudo-derivatives as "anomalous expansions"—anomalous, because their formation deviates from systematic derivational possibilities as understood so far; expansions, because all of the forms in question are attributable to attested wordbases.

In order to describe this morphological class without undue ambiguity it is necessary to explain four terms which the description entails and to say something of normal processes of derivation.

The four terms in question are primary wordbase, secondary wordbase, primary derivative, and secondary derivative.

Primary wordbases in Khmer are conterminous with the minimal word and hence have the canonical form CV(F), in which C represents any permitted simple consonant. Examples: rāmpia (/ræmpia/) 'to obstruct, strain out'; loh /lōh/³ 'to separate';

¹But see Saveros Pou, "Notes de morphologie khmère," in ASEMI, VI (1975).4: 63-9, especially section III, "Expansion anormale de la présyllabe," 67-8, which treats four of the anomalous expansions reported here.

²Khmer forms are cited in a strict indianist transliteration of the original orthography followed by a phonemic transcription. Unless otherwise stated or shown, all phonemic forms represent the modern standard. In this case the acute (') marks the High Register and the grave (') marks the Low Register of fourteen otherwise ambivalent syllable nuclei.

³[ʃuə].
kāca /kaac/ 'to be bad, wicked'.

By the incorporation of one affix primary wordbases yield primary derivatives. These show three canonical forms, depending upon the shape of the affix:

- CCV(F), in which CC represents any allowable binary consonant cluster. Example: srāṇa /sraṇ/ 'to sift, select', < rāṇa /rəṇ/, as above.

- Crv- + CV(F), in which the presyllable is one of the series of so-called rhotacized prefixes to be mentioned shortly. Example: praloh /praləh/⁴ 'to be separated from one another', < loh /ləh/, as above.

- Cvn- + nV(F), in which the presyllable is generated by the infixation of /-vmn-/ into a primary wordbase. Example: kamqāca /kəmənaac/ 'to be consistently wicked', < kāca /kaac/, as above.

Primary derivatives of the shape CCV(F) often function as secondary wordbases. That is to say, forms of this structure are at once the result of derivation from primary wordbases and are capable of serving as the point of departure for further derivation. Primary derivatives of the two other structures are not subject to affixation.

By the incorporation of one affix these secondary wordbases yield secondary derivatives. Depending on the shape of the affix, these show four canonical forms:

- C₁CCV(F), in which C₁ is morphologically /R-/, defined as re-duplication of the secondary-wordbase initial. Example: kakhva'ka /kwak/ 'to be dirty, unkempt', < kʰha'ka /kwak/, same meaning, < va'ka /wuk/ 'to be mixed up, in disorder'.

- Crv- + CCV(F), in which the presyllable is again one of the rhotacized prefixes. Example: prajhloh /prəcləh/ 'to quarrel with one another', < jhloh /cləh/ 'to differ, dispute', < loh /ləh/, as above.

- Cvn- + CV(F), in which the presyllable is generated by the infixation of /-vn-/⁵ into a CCV(F) syllable. Example: tamkəna /təmkəaŋ/ 'to elevate, exalt', < thkəna /təkəaŋ/ 'to be lofty', < kəna /kəaŋ/ 'to be high'.

⁴[pra'lləh].
⁵/W/ = assimilating nasal.
- Cvn- + CCV(F), in which the presyllable is one of a secondary set of prefixes added to a CCV(F) syllable. Example: ṛam-bhāya /rumphīaːj/ 'of wind' to blow gently; to be cool', < bhāya /phīaːj/ 'to spring up, shoot forth; to breathe', < bāya /phīaːj/ 'to be scattered, strewn'.

Tertiary derivatives, so infrequent as to be almost rare, also occur. These have the canonical form Cvn- + CCV(F), precisely like the secondary derivatives just mentioned, but are the result of the infixation of /-vn-/ into a C1CCV(F) syllable. Example: jaṅjraṁā /cuncrēŋ/ 'stubble', < *jaṅjraṁā /cčreŋ/ 'to be all bristly', < jaṅma /creŋ/ 'to bristle', < -rāma /-reŋ/ 'to rise up, be stiff'.

Normal processes of derivation show four patterns:

wb. + pfx + pfx8 raṇa /rooŋ/ 'to clarify (liquid)'
    traṇa /traoŋ/ 'to filter'
    kantraṇa /kontraoŋ/ 'bamboo strainer'

wb. + ifx + ifx ṭuta /dot/ 'to grill'
    tputa /tbot/ 'to hold in cooking-sticks'
    ŭamputa /dambot/ 'cooking-sticks'

wb. + pfx + ifx paṇa /bōaŋ/ 'older sibling'
    cpaṇa /cbaŋ/ 'to be older, superior'
    campaṇa /cambaŋ/ 'to be oldest'

wb. + ifx + pfx dula /tul/ 'to bulge'
    dhula /thul/ 'to be chubby'9
    kandhula /konthul/ 'to be tubby'10

---

8This interpretation is admittedly subject to debate. Secondary wordbases normally take only the syllabic infix /-vn-/ or one of the secondary set of Cvn- prefixes just mentioned. As far as my experience enables me to say, however, tertiary derivatives always have a word-initial which duplicates that of the secondary wordbase. In order to account for this duplication it seems reasonable to pass through the C1CCV(F) step, which is operative whether attested in a specific derivational chain or not.

9The hyphen indicates that -rāma /-reŋ/ occurs only as a bound form. It is likely in this case, however, that the base is to be identified with rāma /reŋ/ 'to obstruct', cited previously.


10The connotation is derogatory.
In considering the foregoing sets, note that the intermediate forms /troan/, /tbot/, /cbaon/ and /thul/ are primary derivatives of the primary wordbases above them and at the same time secondary wordbases of the secondary derivatives below them. It should be clear that these intermediate forms are a necessary step between the primary wordbase and the secondary derivative.

In reality, however, the derivational chain is not seldom broken. Interruptions arise from the absence of an existing or recognizable primary wordbase, from the absence of a secondary wordbase accounting for a secondary derivative, and from skewed semantic development on any of the three levels. In order to work out morphological relationships it is therefore often necessary to set up a hypothetical primary wordbase or primary derivative or to postulate a mediating gloss for one form which is in consonance with a deviant gloss and at the same time is justifiable by the other two forms.

As long as these procedural requirements are understood it will suffice to divide the anomalous expansions in question here into three general groups.

Group I

Group I comprises twenty-six members and is divisible into three subgroups.

Group I.A has only three members. One of these, the source of which is still in doubt, is an expansion of a tertiary derivative; the other two are expansions of secondary derivatives.

The characteristic of this subgroup is the presence of a short, nonneutral vowel in the presyllable, where a short neutral vowel would be expected. Since the word-initial in all three cases is /c-/, it is not surprising that the anomalous vowel is /i > ə/. The forms in question are:

11None of the expansions reported here can be dated. Since
(1) ciṅcāmā /cinçəm > cəṅcaaṃ / 'eyebrows'. Expansion of *caṅcāmā /conceṃ > concaəm/; cf. Old Khmer caṅceṃ /conceṃ/.
  < *caṅcāmā /ccəem > ccaəm/ 'to surmount';
    < -ceṃa /-cəem > -caəm/, allomorph of ciṅma /cỳum/ [cỳm] 'to increase; to be over', attested in chnɔma /chnaəm/ 'to be superior'.

(2) ciṅcēṅa /cinceṇ / 'to be bright, luminous'. Expansion of *caṅcēṅa /conceṇ > concaəŋ/;
  < *caṅcēṅa /ccēṇ > ccaəŋ/ 'to be all light';
    < cēṅa /cēṇ > caəŋ/ 'to be clear, light, bright'.

(3) ciṅcrām /cincram > cəṅcram/ 'to chop, hash, mince'. Expansion of *caṅcrām /concrām > concram/;
  < *caṅcrām /ccrām / 'to cut into small bits';
    < *crām /crām/ 'to be in small bits', presumably allomorph of srām /sram/ 'to be cracked, cracked'.
    < rām /ram/ 'to be constant, repeated'.

Expansions of this particular kind are of scant linguistic interest and need be regarded as no more than phonetic alternants which penetrated the standard language by force of their prevalence.

Group I.B comprises twenty members, all expansions of primary derivatives.

These are characterized by the intrusion between the initial
the development of the registers was a gradual process which, to all appearances, culminated only within the last century and a half, it is necessary to take into consideration the Middle Khmer value of all vowels deemed anomalous. In transcriptions such as /cinçəm > cəṅcaaṃ/ the prior form represents Middle Khmer while the latter form represents the modern standard form developing out of it. In this first case, it is only in the Middle Khmer form that expansion is seen at all, inasmuch as the modern form of the presyllable is phonetically identical with the Old Khmer presyllable: [cəṃ-].

12S. Pou and I have previously sought to explain this item as a learned alteration of colloquial ciṅjām /cəṅcosm/ 'to chop, etc.', based on a late Middle Khmer *čām /cam > cosm/ borrowed from Chinese. See Saveros Pou and Philip N. Jenner, "Some Chinese Loanwords in Khmer," in JOS, VI (1973).1: 44, item 145.
tial and postinitial of the latter of a nonneutral vowel, phonemically long or short but short on the phonetic level.

These forms cannot be divided into meaningful sets either on the basis of their intrusive vowel or on the basis of the vowel of the primary derivative from which they develop. Hence I list them all together in Khmer dictionary order.

(4) cēcūva /cɛcɛcuw > caacɔow/ 'to serve as go-between, arrange a marriage'. Cf. also Middle Khmer cicū /cicuu/, same meaning;
Expansion of *cɛcūva /ccuuw > ccɔow/, same meaning;
< -cūv/ /-cuuw > -cɔow/ 'to flatter, cajole', attested also in chūva /chɔow/ 'to pump, worm information out'.

(5) dīdēr /tiitẽr > tiitẽr/¹³ 'to waver, be indecisive';
Expansion of *dadẽr /tẽr > tẽr/, same meaning;
< dẽr /tẽr > tẽr/ 'to go or come half-way; to occur at mid-point'. Cf. Old Khmer der /dẽr/, same meaning.

(6) dīdai /tiitėj > tiitėj/ 'to be different, distinct, separate'. Cf. Old Khmer didai /diidej/, same meaning;
Expansion of *dadai /tėj > tėj/, same meaning;
< -dai /-tej > -tėj/ 'to be other, different', attested in Old Khmer dai /dej/, same meaning.

(7) dūlāya /tuulaaj > tuulíeį / 'to be open, broad, roomy, spacious';
Expansion of dhlāya /tlaaj > tlíeį/ 'to be open';
< lāya /laaj > líeį/ 'to spread'.

(8) pāraśa /baaraah > baaraah/ 'stray animal; outcast';
Expansion of prāśa /prah/ 'to be parted, separated';
Loan < Sanskrit prāsa, prāṣa.

(9) pāl tām /pəj lam > paj lam/ 'to speak broken Khmer or other language';
Expansion of *pʰlām /pʰlam/, reduction of praṭām /pʰram/ ['pʰ'lam ~ pʰlǎm] 'to be muddled, mixed up, confused';¹⁴

¹³[tʰ'tvi].
¹⁴The simplification of the rhotacized prefixes is discussed below under Group II.
< lām /lam > loām/ 'to be confused'.

(10) biṭora /piḍoor > pidaaor/ 'to be scented, fragrant';

Expansion of *biṭora /piḍoor > pidaaor/, by attraction to Sanskrit and/or Pāli vi- 'out, apart, in different directions',\(^{15}\) for *piṭora /piḍoor > pidaaor/ 'to perfume'

< ṭora /door > dāaor/ 'to spread, swell, overrun'.

(11) biṛoh /piiroh > piirōh/ 'to resound; to be full, sonorous, sweet-sounding';

Expansion of *biṛoh /piroh > prōh/, by attraction to Sanskrit and/or Pāli vi-, as in 10 above, for *prōh /piroh > prōh/ 'to resound, reverberate' (cf. prōh /piroh/ 'to sprinkle (water) with the fingers') or a special development of broh /prōh > prōh/ 'to sow broadcast';

< -roh /-roh > -rōh/ 'to throw off, emit', probably to be identified with -roh /-rōh/ 'to drain, flow off', attested in jroh /crōh/ 'gorge, ravine; mountain torrent'.

(12) yopa'la /jooool > jōobol/ 'view, opinion';

Expansion of *yopa'la /jool > jool/, same meaning;

< ya'la /jol > jul/ 'to see, perceive; to understand'.

(13) yopaṃ /jooocm > jōobom/ 'weeping, lamentation';

Expansion of *yopaṃ /jocm > jocm/, same meaning;

< yaṃ /jom > jum/ 'to weep'.

(14) līlā'pa /liilap > liiloep/ 'to retrace one’s steps'. Cf. also Middle Khmer lelāpa /leelap/, same meaning;

Expansion of *lalā'pa /liilap > lloep/, same meaning;

< lā'pa /lap > loep/ 'to go back, repeat'.

(15) sāya yuta /saaj jut/ 'Desmos chinensis (Annonaceae), a creeper with yellow flowers having long, drooping petals'. Cf. Thai 🡈🡈 /sāaj jūt/.\(^{16}\)

\(^{15}\)Cf. Khmer bijāya /pićej/ 'to be triumphant', < Sanskrit vijaya, Khmer bidhī /pithii/ 'ceremony', < Sanskrit vidhi, and numerous other loans of the same formation.

\(^{16}\)An alternant Khmer form for the same plant noted by S. Pou, sāya yuta /saaw jut/, shows a further stage of development away from the primary derivative but a development of a kind with which we are not concerned here.
Expansion of srayuta /srojut > srajot/, as Middle Khmer [s'r'jut], 'to be faint, feeble, limp';
< -yuta /-jut/ 'to fall in, slump', allomorph of ruta /rut/ 'to lower, drop' and luta /lut/ 'to fall away, dip, drop'.

(16) särāya /saaraaj/ 'edible (marine or freshwater) algae';
Expansion of srāya /sraaj/ 'to loose; to be loose';
< rāya /raaj > rīaj/ 'to break up, scatter'.

(17) sārāya /saaraaj/ 'decorated wooden valance under house eaves';
Expansion of *srāya /sraaj/, same meaning;
< sāya /saaj/ 'to extend, run'.

(18) sāvā /saawaa/ 'to be restless, flighty, fickle';
Expansion of svā /swaa/ 'monkey, gibbon'; conjectural-
y 'one who swings by the arms';
< -vā /-waa > -wīē/ 'to rotate the arm', attested
in cravā /crawaa/ 'paddle, oar' and sravā /sro-
waa/ 'to sweep into the arms'.

(19) sāhāva /saahaaw/ 'to be fierce, savage';
Expansion of *srāhāva /srōhaaw > srhaaw/, as Middle Khmer [s'r'h'aw], same meaning;
< hāva /haaw/ 'to be wild, rabid'.

(20) surana /surɔɔŋ > sorɔɔŋ/ '(rājasabda\textsuperscript{17}) neck';
Expansion of sraŋa /srɔɔŋ > sraŋ/ 'of humans) neck;
(of upper garment) collar, ruff; (of cattle) dew-
lap';
< raŋa /rɔɔŋ/ 'to hold up, support from below'.

(21) sūreca /suurac > sòorac/ 'to be at an end, all done';
Expansion of sreca /srac/ 'to be ended, done, ready';
< reca /rac > réec/ 'to be worn down', but conjec-
turally 'to come to an end or point', allomorph
of rweca /rűwec/ 'to be done, over with'.

(22) 'ānapa /qəncɔɔp > qaanaɔp/ 'support; supporter, patron',
now replaced by even more anomalous raŋapa /rnaap/;
Expansion of *'ānapa /qəncɔɔp > qaanaɔp/, for *'napa
/qnɔɔp > qaanaɔp/, same meaning;

\textsuperscript{17}Term applicable to royalty; royal dialect.
(23) 'ānāra /qaanaar/ '(woodworker's) saw', now replaced by even more anomalous rañāra /rnaar/;
Expansion of *'añāra /qoonaar > qoonaar/, for *'nāra /qnaar/, same meaning;
< 'āra /qaar/ 'to saw'.

To be grouped with the foregoing are older forms which have since been regularized (e.g., Old Khmer cicāy /cicaaj/ 'to scatter, squander, destroy', < cāy /caaj/ 'to spread, issue', > Middle Khmer and modern cacāya /ccaaj/) and a good number of still conjectural forms such as dīduya /tiituj/ 'owl', probably < -duya /-tuj/ 'to jut, protrude'.

Recognition of this type of expansion may serve to curb the temptation so commonly felt to explain enigmatic Khmer forms on the basis of borrowing, as from Thai for example. There is no denying that a great amount of borrowing and back-borrowing has gone on between Khmer and Thai; in some cases, however, facile "explanations" of this kind merely carry the problem of morphological anomaly out of Khmer where they belong and are no explanations at all. A possible case in point is modern Khmer kātai /kaalaj/ 'to disguise; to a-loy (metals)', which the \&\^18 confidently credits to Thai นิลิ่ม /kaalaj/ 'to plate (with metal); to be plated'.\^19

In this case the question of the direction of borrowing is complex. On the one hand Khmer has kralai /kralaj/ as an alternative of kātai /kaalaj/. On the other hand both of these Khmer forms as well as Thai /kaalaj/ appear to be referable to Khmer lai /løy > løy/ 'to combine, put together', an allomorph of lāya /laaj > lîieaj/ 'to mix, scramble, blend'. From the latter base, moreover, Khmer has klāya /klaaj/ 'to be mixed, adulterated, not pure, hybrid, false; to be altered', whence Thai

\^18Vacanānukrama khmēra, I (1967): 38a.
As long as Khmer has even extra-systematic means of forming kātai /kaalaj/ out of kralai /kralaj/ there are no discernible morphological grounds for assuming that it is a back-borrowing, though there may well be convincing historical or technological grounds.

Group I.C comprises three members, all expansions of primary derivatives. These are characterized by an augmented insertion of the shape VC which rhymes with the syllable out of which they are formed.

(24) sāva dāva /saaw taaw > saaw tíiaw/ 'species of large lobster';

Expansion of sdāva /staaw > stíiaw/ 'to be half-grown, immature', but conjecturally 'to be gangling';
< dāva /taaw > tíiaw/ 'to be spindly, adolescent'.
Cf. allomorph -tāva /-taaw/ in ratāva /rtaaw/ 'to be elongated; (of limbs, paws, etc.) to be big, oversized'.

(25) sāva māva /saaw maaw/ 'name of several hairy plants such as the rambutan and passionflower';

Expansion of smāva /smaaw/, allomorph of smau /smaw/ 'grassy plants in general: grass, weed, herb';
< -sāva /-saaw/ 'to be hairy', allomorph of -sūva /-sòow/ [-s'yu] 'to be grassy, hairy', attested in spūva /sbòow/ 'thatch grass', srūva /sròow/ 'paddy', and sramūva /srômòow/ 'to be hairy, unkempt'.

(26) sau ŭau /səw 大夫 > saw daw/ 'to be random, haphazard';

Expansion of stau /sdəw > sdaw/ 'to stitch (edges of a basket) temporarily', but conjecturally 'to mark off at intervals, make a broken line';
< ŭau /dəw > daw/ 'to mark, brand'.

---

20 Ibid., 18b.

21 For all we know at the moment, kralai /kralaj/ could be a regularization of kātai /kaalaj/.
Group II

Group II comprises fourteen members, all expansions of primary derivatives.

The characteristic of this group is the presence, between the initial and postinitial consonants of the primary derivative, of /-ro- ~ -ra-/ , normally [-ro-].

It is not without significance that expansions incorporating this pseudo-infix thereby assume the same syllable structure as true primary derivatives containing the rhotacized prefixes /prɔ- ~ pra-; trɔ- ~ tra-; crɔ- ~ cra-; krɔ- ~ kra-; sra-/ , with which they are liable to be confused. True derivatives of this type are exemplified by praka'la /prakal/ 'to stack one on top of the other' , < ka'la /kal/ 'to raise' ; dra-veṇa /trɔveṇa/ 'to be oval, oblong' , < vēṇa /veṇa/ 'to be long' ; cramūla /cramōl/ 'to be all tangled up' , < mūla /muul/ 'to be round, compact' ; grajūra /krɔcuur/ 'to be dour, crabbed' , < jūra /cuur/ 'to be tart, sour' ; and sradāpa /sratīap/ 'to prostrate oneself' , < dāpa /tīap/ 'to be low'. It is presumably only by chance that presyllable /sra-/ is not found among the anomalous expansions listed hereafter.  

(27) kraṇām /krṇam/ 'claws, talons';
Expansion of khāṇām /knam/ 'to clutch, swipe at';
< ṇām /nam > noem/ 'to take up by the handful'.

(28) krapwca /krbūuəc/ 'to bring the four corners of (piece of cloth) together and knot them';
Expansion of *kpwca /kbūuəc/ 'knot';
< kwca /kūuəc/ 'to twist, twirl; to knot'.

(29) krapēla /krebēl/ 'to cut off at the base or root';
Expansion of *kpēla /kbael/ , allomorph of kpila /kbēl/ 'to cut down to the root';
< -kēla /-kael/ , allomorph of -kila /-kēl/ and kēla /kal/ 'to cut close to the root, flush with the ground'.

(30) kramau /kramaw/ '(of red and blue/green) to be dark' ;
Expansion of khmau /kmaw/ 'to be black';
< -mau /-maw/, < Old Khmer mau /maw/ 'to be black'.

(31) krayau /krajaw/ 'whorl (in head hair, skin of finger-tips)';
Expansion of *khyau /kjaw/, allomorph of khcau /kcaw/
'snail; spiral, helix';
The CCV(F) form is irreducible.22

(32) krasānta /krašaan/ 'to be at peace, prosperous';
Expansion of ksānta /ksaan/ 'to be calm, happy';
Loan < Sanskrit ksānta.

(33) krahwca /krahuc/ 'to be funnel-shaped, funnelform';
Expansion of khwca /khuc/ '(archaic) small vial for
cosmetics (so called because of its shape); dim-
ple';
< kwca /kuc/ 'to twist, twirl; to knot'.

(34) graharā /krohoor/ 'rogue, rascal, scamp';
Expansion of -ghara /-khoor/ 'to be bold', attested in
gagharā /kkhoor/ 'to be cheeky, impudent';
The CCV(F) form is irreducible.22

(35) ghrahupa /krohoor/ '(of face, cheeks) to be hollow, sunk-
en';
Expansion of -ghupa /-khup/, allomorph of khupa /khop/
'to be hollow, concave';
The CCV(F) form is irreducible.22

(36) crapā'pa /crubap/ 'to grapple, come to grips, with';
Expansion of cpā'pa /cbap/ 'norm, precept; literary
composition', but conjecturally 'hold, restraint';
< cā'pa /cap/ 'to lay hold of, grasp, grip'.

(37) crapuca /cruboc/ 'silk veil-scarf (worn originally by
Muslim Cham women, made by gathering up warp and weft
threads into small buttons and dyeing them individually)';
Expansion of cpuca /cboc/ 'to gather with the finger-
tips'.

22Our working hypothesis has been that all native CCV(F)
forms can be broken down into a nonsyllabic affix + a primary
wordbase. Thus "irreducible" here means only that we have not
yet succeeded in analyzing khcau /kcaw/, -ghara /-khoor/, and
khupa /khop/.
< cuca /coc/ 'to press with the finger'.

(38) trapā'ka /trabak/ '(of animals) to snap at, snap up';
    Expansion of *tpā'ka /tbak/ 'to strike at';
    < ṭa'ka /dak/ 'to strike, deal a blow'.

(39) trapā'ña /trabañ/ 'to twist or plait tightly';
    Expansion of *tpā'ña /tbañ/, allomorph of tpāña /tbañ/ 
    'to weave, plait';
    < -ta'ña /-tañ/, attested in kaṭa'ña /kandañ/ 'to be all tangled up', allomorph of -tāña /-tañ/ 
    'to weave, interlace', attested in paṇta'ña 
    /bandañ/ 'woven material, tomentum'.

(40) prahuka /prhohek/ ~ braha'ka /prhohek/ 'fermented fish paste';
    Expansion of phuka /phok/ 'viscous mixture' and bha'ka 
    /phuk/ 'mud, ooze', respectively;
    < -puka /-bok/ ~ -ba'ka /-puk/, allomorphs of 
    buka /puk/ 'to decompose, putrefy, be putrid'.

It will not have gone unnoticed that four of the above expansions (items 31, 32, 34, 35) are not reducible to primary wordbases and that only two items, 27 and 30, are reducible to derivatives by prefixation. The remaining eight are reducible to derivatives by infixation. Despite the small number of forms involved, we are struck by the fact that six of these (items 28, 29, 36, 37, 38, 39) contain infix /-b-/ while the other two (items 33, 40) contain infix /-h-/ . Until we are able to probe deeper into Khmer morphology, we must be content to recognize an unexplained "attraction" to this type of expansion on the part of forms with postinitial /b/ and /h/.

Expansions of this type may help explain the cryptic relationship between cnai /cnaj/ 'to cut or polish (gems)' and caraṇai /caaranaj/ 'worked gems; crystal, glass'. The first of these is attested in Old Khmer as cnai /cnaj/, of the same meaning, while the second appears in modern Thai as ซื้อแก้ว /ciaranaj/, with the same meaning as Khmer cnai /cnaj/.

Khmer cnai /cnəŋ > cnaj/, unknown to S. Pou and myself in any stage of Thai, has the CCV(F) structure normal for one type of primary derivative—-even if, as seems likely, fuller knowledge shows it to be a loanword.\textsuperscript{24} Stated as briefly as possible, the problem is how to account for the /-oara-/ insert in Khmer carənai /coəranaj/ and the /-iara-/ insert in modern Thai /ciaranaj/.

In the light of the anomalous expansions we have been examining in the present group, it seems reasonable to postulate a Middle Khmer *cranai /crənəŋ > cranaj/ as the immediate source of the longer Khmer and Thai forms, that is to say, as an extra-systematic expansion of Old Khmer cnai /cnəŋ/. Moreover, in the light of the anomalous expansions we have already considered under Group I, we have grounds for supposing that this *cranai /crənəŋ > cranaj/ subsequently underwent vocalic expansion of two kinds, one of which came to be established in modern Khmer, the other of which came to be established in Thai. Such a supposition is admittedly risky, but we have already seen that there is no discernible correlation between the vowel insert and phonological features of the wordbase; on the contrary, in a number of cases (items 1, 4, 14, 15, 22, 23) we have documentary evidence that the insert has been variable. Nor should it be forgotten that, as long as we do not understand the motives of even single expansions it would be premature to argue that double expansions are out of the question.

However, the chief linguistic interest of these anomalous expansions with /-ro- ~ -ra-/ resides not in the specific derivational problems they may clarify but in the light they may be able to throw on the development of the rhotacized series

\textsuperscript{24} Cf. items 8 and 32 above.
of true prefixes\textsuperscript{25} and hence on the structure of the Khmer word in general.

The distinction between the rhotacized prefixes and the series of corresponding simple consonantal prefixes\textsuperscript{26} is a subtle one. Semantically as well as stylistically there is no firm footing on which to define the functional differences between them in systematic terms. Morphologically, in an earlier paper S. Pou and I saw the proto-Khmer form of the rhotacized prefixes as having the canonical form Cər-, in which C stands for any stop or /s-/ while r stands for /r - l/.\textsuperscript{27} Certainly derivatives formed with prefixes of this shape are found in Old Khmer, Old Mon, and in later stages of other languages of the Mon-Khmer group. In Old Khmer they begin to give way, from the time of the earliest inscriptions, to prefixes of the shape Crə-, the older /-1/ dropping out entirely. In Old and Middle Mon what appear to be presyllables of this same shape (Crə-) are almost all orthographic alternants of Cə- or Cər- syllables.\textsuperscript{28}

As far as Khmer is concerned, it is worth remembering that Martini observed long ago that the members of initial clusters

\textsuperscript{25}For details regarding these see my Affixation in Modern Khmer, unpublished doctoral dissertation (University of Hawaii, 1969), 121-39.

\textsuperscript{26}Ibid., 63-120.


\textsuperscript{28}H.L. Shorto, A Dictionary of the Mon Inscriptions from the Sixth to the Sixteenth Centuries (London: Oxford University Press, 1971) lists only thirty-eight disyllabic forms with orthographic kra-, gra-, cra-, jra-, tra-, dra-, pra-, bra-, mra- and sra-. In twenty-four of these cases (63%) the written post-initial r is simply not realized in the phonological form, as brakuß /bêkß/ 'steatite pencil'. In eight cases the phonological form, despite the orthography, has the shape Cər-, as grolóh /gərlw/ 'quantity'. In only two cases, in fact, does the orthography appear to reflect postinitial /r/, namely jra-hàn /jraʔhàn/ 'love' and drahat /draʔhot/ 'strength', and in both of these cases Shorto is careful to add a query-mark after the phonological form.
are not closely fused. Indeed, the transition from the initial to the postinitial consonant is accomplished by a variety of purely phonetic bridge-sounds. These range from zero, through "aspiration," to a neutral vowel, and on to vowels of several colors. Examples: skuna /skon/ [sko'n] 'evil omen'; phēra /ptēr/ [pʰtəɾ] 'to empty'; ktēpa /kdap/ [kʰdäp] 'to clench the fist'; mjāna /mjāna/ [mᵻjaŋ] '(in) one way', crūta /crūt/ [cɾuːt] 'to reap'.

In this same connection, it must be said that the postinitial allomorphs of /r/ are typically very weakly articulated in the rhotacized prefixes. Even in standard speech a clearly flapped or trilled [r] is heard only in maximal pronunciations in this position, while the following vowel element is more often than not a short neutral vowel carrying no registral distinction. Compare, for example, prāνa /prāŋ/ [pɾaŋ] 'to be rainless' with prakēka /prakēka/ [pɾə'kæːkə ~ pɾə'kæːkə]. In the same way, the common pronunciation of our anomalous expansions is [kə'næm] 'claws' (item 27), [kə'bə'aɾə] 'to knot the corners of' (item 28), [kə'fə'rel] 'to cut off at the base' (item 29), [kə'məɾə'y] 'to be dark' (item 30), and so on. In this sense the postinitial /r/ of the prefixes need not be regarded as an essential element.

What does appear to be an essential element of the rhotacized prefixes is their syllabicity, though even this is sometimes in doubt. By considering the question in the light of the loose juncture of consonant clusters and the weak articulation of postinitial /r/, we begin to see that the insertion of /-rə-


30The bridge-sounds given here are typical of citation forms and are neither invariable nor obligatory.

31Deference to my colleague obliges me to note that S. Pou, far from agreeing with this interpretation, believes that the postinitial /r/ in question here is a literary feature which corresponds to no reality in the historical development of the language.
~ -ra-/ into the fourteen items of this group may have no other effect than that of opening the juncture between the original word-initial and the postinitial. This much comes uncomfortably close to a truism, but the intent of the insertion is far from being self-evident. It is only when we go back and re-examine our fourteen expansions that it dawns upon us that the essential purpose of the insertion is to set up a new contrast by keeping the initial and postinitial of the primary derivative from reuniting. A purely phonetic characteristic is brought up to the phonemic level and, at least in the case of these present forms, a distinction is signaled between /tbaŋ/ 'to weave, plait' and /təbap/ 'to plait tightly' (item 39), /kmaŋ/ 'to be black' and /kəmaŋ/ 'to be dark' (item 30), /cbap/ 'hold, grip' and /cəbap/ 'to grapple' (item 36), and so forth.

I should mention, finally, that I am not ignoring the possibility that all of the anomalous expansions in this group are formations on the analogy of derivatives with the true rhotacized prefixes. Indeed, it seems most likely that the latter provided both the model and the inspiration for their creation. What is more, these /-ro- ~ -ra-/ expansions are only of minor interest for their own sake. The chief benefit to be gained from their examination is the fresh perspective they provide for our understanding of the rhotacized prefixes.

Group III

Group III comprises five members. These are characterized by the obligatory syllable 'ā /qaa/ followed by a primary word-base or a primary derivative.

For the time being at least I term this obligatory syllable a headword rather than a prefix because, in the first place, no Khmer prefix of this shape has been demonstrated thus far and, in the second place, I suspect that the syllable in question is a species of antonym to braŋ /prah > presh/, the headword for divine or royal beings and objects (Old Khmer vraŋ /βrah/); on
which so many otherwise cautious scholars have stumbled.\textsuperscript{32}

In the first three items listed below the headword appears to have an intensive function with an unmistakably pejorative connotation.\textsuperscript{33} In the last two items an original syllable of roughly similar shape appears to have undergone morphological, and at least partially semantic, assimilation to the same pejorative headword, possibly through the kind of vocalic expansion already described under Group I.

(41) 'ā kra'ka /qaa krok > qaa krok/ 'to be low or base in quality or character; to be poor, paltry, bad, ugly';

Expansion of 'kra'ka /krok > krok/, allomorph of gra'ka /krok > kruk/ 'to be low, base, mean, worthless; to be unclean, offensive';

< -ra'ka /-rok > -ruk/ 'to fall, be low', allomorph of ruka /ruk/ 'to cram into', but conjecturally 'to go down into'.

(42) 'ā krāta /qaa kraat/ 'to be stripped, bare, unclothed';

Expansion of krāta /kraat/ 'of garment) to slip down or off';

< -rāta /-raat > rīat/ 'to turn or peel back', attested in srāta /sraat/ 'to undress oneself, be bare', allomorph of lā'ta /lat > loet/ 'to peel, skin'.

(43) 'ā mā'sa /qaa mah/ 'to be shameful, disgraceful';

Expansion of -mā'sa /-mah/ 'to shame', allomorph of -mā'sa /-mah > -mīsh/, attested in khmāsa /kmah/ 'to be ashamed', and of -mah /-mah > -mēsh/, attested in tmah /tmah/ 'to shame'.

\textsuperscript{32} The question is complicated by the fact that prefixed syllables of this or similar shape are found in other Mon-Khmer languages and, in fact, seem to have an areal distribution. My colleague has called my attention to an a-type "prefix" to proper names in pre-Angkorian Khmer. I believe this is simply an early form of the modern familiar/pejorative headword 'ā /qaa/ commonly used with the names of boys, brigands, and others of humble station. Indeed, this "personal article," as it has been called, and the headword in question here may be one and the same.

\textsuperscript{33} Despite the formal and semantic overlap, the syllable we are concerned with here is probably to be kept separate from the one S. Pou and I have ascribed to Chinese. See our "Some Chinese Loanwords," 65, item 220.
(44) 'ā ḷaṅa /qaa raʊŋ/ 'alembic';

Expansion of -ṅa /-raʊŋ/, registral allomorph (induced by the headword) of raṅ /ṛaʊŋ/ 'to be clear, bright; to clarify (liquid) by filtration'. The headword may reflect a former affix (e.g., tamsraṅ /tamṛaʊŋ/ 'filter') or may be a nonce device for nominalizing the wordbase and marking a common article of distiller's apparatus. Any connection with the presyllable of Old Mon 'arāṅ /eɾoŋ/ 'to glitter'\textsuperscript{34} is doubtful.

(45) 'ā srūva /qaa sruuŋ > qaa sɾɔow/ 'to be bad, evil; to be unclean, foul';

Expansion of Old Khmer 'asarū /qəsruuŋ/, same meaning; learned formation < Sanskrit a- 'alpha privative' + 'sarū /sruuŋ/ 'to be good, right, pure', < rū /ruuŋ/ 'to be good, right', > modern -rūva /-ruuŋ/, attested in trūva /tɾɔow/ 'to be right, accurate'.\textsuperscript{35}

Residue

There remains a handful of forms which are worth mentioning despite the uncertainties surrounding them.

One of these is cranwca /cranˈuuəc/ 'spit, skewer'. At first glance one would suppose it were either a derivative of prefix /cɾo- ~ cɾa-/ + a base nwca /nˈuuəc/ or a derivative of infix /-ɾɔn- ~ -ɾən-/ (a common allomorph of instrumental /-n-/ ) + a base cwca /cˈuuəc/. However, neither nwca /nˈuuəc/ nor cwca /cˈuuəc/ is known to exist. In casting about for alternative sources, one is tempted to settle upon crwca /crˈuuəc/ '(archaic) to be sharp, pointed',\textsuperscript{36} a primary derivative of rwca

\textsuperscript{34}Shorto, op.cit., ll.

\textsuperscript{35}Full credit for the working out of this derivation goes to my colleague. See Saveros Pou, "L'inscription de Phimeanakas (K.484) (Etude linguistique)," in BFEEO, LVIII (1971): 95-6, and especially "Inscriptions modernes d'Angkor 34 et 38," in BFEEO, LXII (1975): 318, note 34. My sole concern here is to have the item on record as belonging to a morphological set.

\textsuperscript{36}In modern usage, 'to be high, keen, shrill'. Cf. from the same wordbase srwca /srˈuuəc/ 'to be sharp-pointed; (military) point, vanguard'.


/r'uuwc/ 'to come to an end or point'. But, being a primary derivative of CCVF shape, crwca /cr'uuwc/ cannot, at least insofar as our experience shows, take the instrumental /-n/- infix. Since this is nonsyllabic, it would yield a ternary cluster, */cr'uuwc/*, not tolerated except in the case of reduplications. The /-ran/- allomorph of /-n/-, moreover, is restricted to primary wordbases. In order to relate cranwca /cran'uuwc/ to rwca /r'uuwc/ we must posit an anomalous /-vn/- allomorph of /-n/-, for which there is no evidence known to us, and assume furthermore that the relationship of crwca /cr'uuwc/ to rwca /r'uuwc/ had been forgotten by the time cranwca /cran'uuwc/ was formed. The contingencies are so many in this case that it is only prudent to withhold judgment.

The above case, if ever resolved, may show us how to treat a set of four derivatives which have so far defied analysis:

naniəla /nniəl/ 'to sprawl (on the ground, etc.)';
praniəla /prnliəl/ 'to hang onto (someone), drape oneself around or "fall all over" (someone)';
pramiəla /pramlιəl/ ' (of a cylindrical or globular object) to roll down; to snuggle up to (someone)';
ramiəla /rmιəl/ ' (of a cylindrical or globular object) to roll down'.

The first two forms look as if they should be assigned to a base niəla /niəl/ while the last two forms look as if they should be assigned to a base miəla /miəl/; in addition, the second and third forms look as if they might be assigned to a base piəl /bliəl/. So far as I am aware, none of these bases exists. We are still warranted, nonetheless, in seeing a possible semantic connection between naniəla /nniəl/ 'to sprawl' and praniəla /prnliəl/ 'to drape oneself' as well as between pramiəla /pramlιəl/ and ramiəla /rmιəl/, both 'to roll down'. Whether there is a semantic link between 'to sprawl' and 'to roll down' is a question which can be answered in the affirmative only if a plausible transitional idea can be proposed. All that I can suggest at the moment is that praniəla /pra-
nìiēl/, which seems to show the most specialized semantic development, could have arisen from the notion of 'to roll or barge into (someone)' and later have been limited for a time to the notion of 'to sprawl on (someone) in the manner of a child or drunkard'. This would account for its present meaning as well as that of nanisela /nnìiēl/ and at the same time would be in consonance with the meaning of pramiēla /prämìēl/ and ramiēla /rämìēl/. This in turn suggests a -riēla /-rìēl/ allo-morph of rāla /rìēl/ 'to spread, develop, incline toward' as the base of all four derivatives. To accept this, however, would necessitate a number of assumptions difficult of digestion. For one thing, naniēla /nnìiēl/ would have to be explained as an assimilated form of *raniēla /rämìēl/. For another, praniēla /prämìēl/ and pramiēla /prämìēl/ could only be explained as prefix /p- + *raniēla /rämìēl/ and ramiēla /rämìēl/ respectively, these two consisting of infixes /-n-/ and /-m-/ + the aforesaid -riēla /-rìēl/. To the best of my knowledge, this type of formation is completely unknown. The liabilities of the assumptions are greater than the solution is worth, and it seems best to leave the whole problem in abeyance in the hope that a simpler solution will present itself eventually.

Some of the expansions in Groups I and III, finally, put us in mind of yet another type of anomalous formation encountered occasionally in the older literature. For example, I well remember my perplexity years ago when I first came upon the form hempūbānta /hēmābūpapān > haaṃbūopīyen/ 'Himālaya'\(^\text{37}\) for the modern and more expected himabānta /hāmaṇpīyen/ (< Sanskrit himavanta). It was not until long afterwards that S. Pou explained to me that the /-bū- > -bō-/ expansion is distinctive of the stage dialect. This type of formation is clearly one which should be described only by someone intimately acquainted with the theater.

\(^{37}\text{Vacanānakrama khmēra, II (1962): 1528a. The Lāska 'āṅgara-vatta, for example, has hemapūbānḍa at 213b, hemapūrabāna at 436e.}\)